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IMPTEMENTATION OF COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS:
LESSONS LEARNED

Jodl Phillips
J. Fred Springer

The last decade has seen an emphasis on

initiatives designed to increase the capacity of
local communities to ad&ess social problems

tlrough community-wide collective action. This

movement has gained momentum through a
variety of recent hends, including incrcased

recognition of the importance of public-private

partnerships to address complex social problems,

the recognition that social problems are

embedded h local conditions, and recognition of
the need for more coordination in a fragnented

helping services system.

The current interest in encouraging community-

wide collective action is manifest h numerous

public and private funding initiatives (Action,

I 2/92;,Join Together, 5192; Kitaner, el al, 5 193;

Join Together, 1996). The Community

Partrership Demonshation Program funded by

the Center for Substance Abuse Prevention

(CSAF) is one of the most ambitious of these

initiatives, funding close to 250 community

interventions for five year grant periods (Roehl et

al,5195). More recently, CSAP has broadene(

the scope of community-wide collaboration to

include multi-junsoictional reprcsentation.

However, the goals remain the same -
coordination and collaboration is seen as

appropriate mechanisms to increase efficiency in

planning and delivery of ATOD services.

This proliferation of coalition-based community

initiatives has provided an unprecedented

opportunity to leam about how to effectively

organize and implement community interventions

that can significantly impact local conditions

(Springer & Phillips, 1994). Some of the firnding

programs, notably the CSAP demonsb-ation, have

required evaluation of funded programs

providing extensive documentation of this large

base ofexperience. Fully utilizing this data will
be an extended undertaking, and this brief

discussion oflessons is one step in that direction.

The lessons here do not represent a full and

systematic review of tie complete documentary

record on coalition-based community

interventions in r€cent years. Neither does space

or format permit discussion ofspecific examples

or evidence for the broad lessons offered here.

The review does represent a summary of

recurring findings and themes from more than a

dozen evaluations of coalition-based interventions

the authors have conducted, and Fom

participation or review ofevaluation activities and

findings in many more. These lessons are offered

to stimulate discussion of practical issues of
program design and implementation.
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. LESSON ONE.
Unclear purpose ls a major impediment

to successful collective action by
voluntary coalitions

Wlile coalition-based interventions tlpically rally
around shared goals such as reducing substance

abuse, tobacco cessation, reducing family
problems, or reducing risk for youth, the agreed

upon objectives often remain general. They may

not extend to the level of specific, operational

outcome objectives, or agreement on the best

organizational arrangements or action strategies to

achieve specific outcomes. L:ck of specificity in
purpose allows varying interprelations (or simply
confusion) in roles and responsibilities, dilutes

motivation and enerry for many participants, and

contributes to fiagmentation and reduced

effectiveness of efforts. This general issue has

numerous sources ald manifestations in the

operations of coalition-based interventions. Some

of the prominent issues across communities

include the following.

COMPEIING MODEIS OF COAIJI1ON STRAIEGY

Coalition-based interventions are motivated panly

by tle perceived need for alternatives to current

strategiei for addressing complex social problems

embedded in local communities. To change

current operating assumptions and established

procedures for a diverse set of actors requires a

ctear articulation, discussion, ard accephnce of a

better altemative that addresses acknowledged

weaknesses in current approaches. For'
community coalitions, several altemative models

of overarching strategy compete - with very

different implications for how a coalition will

operate (Phillips & Springer, 8/94).

I ) Comprehensive Service Coordinolion.
Fragmenation, gaps, and redundancies in service
delivery are one important impetus to coalition-
based community initiatives. Comprehensive
service coordination is a "top down,'approach to
ameliorating these problems through improved
networking ald communication between relevant
organizations, joint cooperative planning, and
increased coordination ald collaboration in service
delivery processes Warren, 1975). This strategy
has been strongly implied in many fi.rnding
programs for community coalitions (e.g., it was
strongly reflected in the coalition elements
required in the first round of requests for
applications for the CSA? Community Partnerships
Demonstration).

2) Cilizen Mobilizolion.
The citizen mobiliz:tion stratery is based in the
tradition of community activitism that emphasizes
voluntary cooperation, 

-self 
help aad mutual aid

among residents ofa locale. This strategy focuses
on mobilizing and organizing the indigenous
resources ofa community, rather than dependence
on professional helping services from outside the
community (Christensoq et al, l9E9). This largely
"bottom up' approach has been the (at least
implied) preferred model for some funding sources.

Much of the CSAP training and technical
assistance for these initial Community Partnership
grantees emphasized this approach.

3) Community linkoge.
A third, and possibly predominate, model is really

an amalgam of the prcvious two. It is based on the
idea that service agencies need strong links to
communities to gain access ald relevance, and tlat
community and cilizen-based efforts need the
resources and technique of service organizations
(Chavis & Florin, l99l; Chavis, Florin, & Felix,
l99l). The need is to build vertical linkages

berween formal and informal organizations in the

community.
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4) Coolilion ot Coolilions.
A fourth model emerged from the experience of
CSAP in funding the initial community
parnrerships. This model consists of a central
agency or organization linking a number of
independent and separate partnenhips into an
overarching coalition. This partnership of
parherships approach has different operational
procedures and goals than tie morc localized
community parhership. Providing leadership,
advocacy on public issues involving ATOD, and
implementation of technical assistance and
training workshops rather than providing or
directing local prevention plaaning and service
delivery males this coalition model very different
from the three models discussed above.

Each of these models can provide operational
guidance to the design and function ofa coalition-
based community intervention. Each is

appropriate for some purposes in some settings.

Coalition-based interventions stuggle, however,
when tlere is not a clear, shared understanding of
the coalition model. Many interventions draw in
a piece meal fashion fiom all three models (and

possibly others) with no clear understanding of
how organization, st.ates/ and purpose work
together.

Clear purpose also requires outcome objectives

that are focused and specific. Many coalitions

adopt broad stalements of purpose lhat are not

operationally linked to sp€cific community

-+ conditions that can be changed and monitored.

These kinds of goal statements do not provide

operational guidance for the development of
action programs (e.g., target population, specific

problem behavior or outcome to be changed;

method of intewention). Without focused,

outcome-based statements of the problem to be

addressed, purpose cannot be linked directly to

programmatic action. As reiterated below,

focused programmatic action is a key to
successfu I interventions.

r LESSON TWO I
Membershlp configuration must be
appropriate to shared purpose and

strategy

Coalition-based inlerventions are based on the

inclusion of diverse orgaaizations and actorc that

have come together to facilitate collective action

for a shared purpose. The configuration of
members in a coalition lies at the core of its
definition and capacity, and membership is
naturally seen as a core element of coalition

strength. Coalition size and diversity
(inclusiveness) have often been seen as indicators

of strong coalitions.

The experience of coalition-based interventions,

however, suggests that the key to effective

membership is in the appropriateness of members

for the specific purposes and strategies that define

a coalition. Broad inclusiveness of organizations,

for example, may serve purposes in some

malition settings, and dilute purpose or the ability +
to act in another, While the appropriateness of
membership must be wo*ed out in each coalition,

some general observations are possible.

o If organizations are expected to be key
contributors and actors in a coalition-based
intervention, organizational leaders need to be

involved, an observation that is particularly
important for coalitions following the coordinated
service delivery strategy. Many coalitions are

made up of middle-level representatives of
organizations who do not have systematic means of
communicating coalition issues to, or of involving,
organization leadership (Springer, 9196).

a Grassroots activists and community citizens
must have prominent leadership positions in

coalitions that pursue a citizen mobilization
strategy (Edelman & Springer, l0/95).
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o Linkage models in many ways pose the most
difficult membership problems because they
require a mix of formal and informal organization
members (EMT, 1994). As nored below, the
expectations and operating assumptions of diverse
membership groups diverge, creating the potential
for conflict, role confusion, and lost purpose.

Appropriate configurations of membership also

depend on specific purpose and action strategies.

Members must bring the resources and expertise

necessary to the action programs that

operationalize the coalition model. Clarity of
purpose is the precondition for identifoing
appropriate membership, and is panicularly
essential in complex coalitions of diverse

members such as those appropriate to linkage

strategies-

. LESSON THREE r
Ma i ntai n i n g active pa rti ci pati on

depends on meeting the participation
needs of members

Coalition-based interventions often experience
difficulty in maintaining active participation.
Analyses of participation pattems in coalitions
and their committee structurcs indicate a common
pattern of heavy dependence on a few core
members and volunteers, with larger numbers of
persons. and organizations with minimum
involvement. To maintain more widespread
active involvement, coalition activities must meet
the participation needs of members - the benefits
or purposes they expect to gain through coalition
participation (Phillips and Springer, l2l96).

With some overlap, memben of coalitions can be

classified in four large g:oups:

Communily Leaders arc elected ofiicials,
prominent citizens, business leaders, etc. who are

in positions of leadership in some component of
the community. These members sometimes
part;cipate as representatives of organizations.

Prcfessionals arc persons employed or practicing
in the many helping or service agencies and
organizations that are involved in the broad
problem areas being targeted by the coalition.
These members often participate as representatives
of an organization.

Cilizen Activists are active members of the
grassroots community, who have experience in
collective action efforts. These members may
panicipate as representatives of grassroots
organizations.

Citken Memben are newly mobilized community
members who have a particular interest in solving
the problem(s) being targeted by the coalition.
They qpically do not have prior experience in
collective citizen action.

Members of these groups have very different

motivations ald expectations. Community leaders

and professionals, for example, often reflect

specific organizational- interests, or expectations

related to career or professional accomplishment.

They receive rewards through the organizational

aspects of the coalition, and through the

distribution of resources. Coalitions without active

roles and rewards for organizations represented by

these groups have touble maintaining shong

participation.

Citizen activists or members, on the other hand,

often have expectations of making a difference,

and are looking for useful application of their time

in a socially rewarding environment. It follows

that citizen activists and members get their rewards

from participation in program activity, not in
planning or other activities related to

organizational maintenance. Coalitions without

strong programmatic activity have trouble

maintaining panicipation oftlese groups, a pattern

that relates to points under subsequent lessons.

An EMT Report 4



. IESSON FOUR r
I n ap p rop ri ate organization ca n i m pede

collective action by volunlary coalitions.

As collectives of organizations and individuals
that do not habitually work together, coalition-
based communiqr interventions tend to devote a

lot of effort, at least initially, to developing
organizational structure and procedures. The
experience of community interventions suggests

that much of this attention to building an

organizational structure (e.g., designation of
committees, task forces, roles and resporsibilities)
is ephemeral or even counterproductive. Too
maay coalitions spend significant amounts ofttreir
resources initiating and revising organizational
charts rather than focusing on purposes and

program activities to accomplish them. This
tendency can be exacerbated in coalitions with
professional staff who have experience in
organizations because they tend to emulate

t-aditional organizational structures, e.g., standing

committees, that do not perform well in
community intervention settings.

The experience of community coalitions has

indicated that elaborate committee skuctures are

not productive. Evaluations of coalition
participation have indicated that standing

committees devoted to planning or organizational

maintenance tasks are particularly prone to poor

participation (Springer, l/94; Edelman &
Springer, l0/95). Commiftees or task forces with
specific purposes or responsibility for specified

programmatic activity sustain membership

participation more effectively. Again, the

importance of purposefu I programmatic activity

for coalition health is paramount. Simply put"

coalitions will be more successful if they focus on

outcome-oriented programmatic activity rather

than organizational structure as the backbone of
their collective efforts.

o IESSON FIVE o
Planning is important, but it must be

adapted to coalition purpose,
o rg an izati on, an d m e mbe rsh i p.

Plaruring is part ofthe fundamental expectations of
coalition-based interventions. Coordination of the

activities of diverse organizations in a

comprehensive, community-based strategy is

expected to require carefi:l plarning. Indeed, the

creation of a written plan is often proposed as a

measure of coalition strength and capacity. At the

same time, planning has been problematic in

coalition-based community interventions. As noted

above, when plaruring is delegated to coalition sub.

units they often have bouble sustaining interest and

participation. When plans are produced, they may

have little linkagb to subsequent intervention

actions, off.en because they are not operationally

specific enough to clearly imply action prograrns.

Frust'ation with "planning" rathu tlan acting is a

frequently heard concern ofcoalition members and

volunteers who are oriented toward action.

The major lessons conceming the role of planning

in coalition-based interventions concern tre
development of appropriate forms and applications

of planning @hillips & Springer, 9/93). Too often,

planning stays at the level of goals and objectives,

possibly related to different stuctural components

of the coalition. To be useful, planning must be

more closely linked to the development and

monitoring of specific action programs within the

coalition. More specific lessons related to this

general conclusion include the following.

a Effective planning for communigr coalitions
must begin with clear undersanding ofthe specific
goal-related problems that the coalition is seeking

to change. Conventional "needs assessments" are

An EMT Reporl



not sufflc;ently operational to generate useful
outcome-based objectives. The reliance on this

general methodology in many coalitions is one
explanation for disappointment in planning.
Specific outcome-based problems are best
generaled first th-rough the consensus ofcoalition
members and then validated through available
empirical evidence (Phillips & Springer, 1796).

a Plarming concepts must be utilized throughout
coalition activities on a continuing basis.
Effective planning is not a one time thing that
results in a static, central document. It is a
process of setting outcome-based objectives,
justifuing specific acrion programs that are
exp€cted to attain those outcomes, and developing
specific action plans (steps and tasks) to put tiose
programs in place.

a Planning should not occur as an extended
period of activity independent of action program
development. Community interventions depend
on action prograrns to involve participants, gain
visibility, and produce effects in the community.
Protracted planning meets none of these needs,
and is a counter-incentive for many potential
members and volunteers.

r LESSON SIX o

Leadership can take different lorms, but
it is essential

A core lesson follows from the discussions in

lessons dne through five. Conveying purpose,

motivating members, and establishing action

programs depends upon creating clear, well-

defined bpportunities for action rhat suit the

panicipation needs gnd resources of members and

volunteers. The essential job of leadership in

coalition-based community interventions is to,
provide, or facilitate provision of, these

opportunities. Again, the core function of
leadership is io ensure the timely creation of
specific action programs and projccts that allow

members to achieve a sense of satisfaction and

accomplishment. A fatal enor in many coalitions

is to approach the community and ask that they
develop and plan the action programs for the
community inlervention without sufficient
clarification or guidance. This tack of leadership
underlies instability and stagnation in many
community interventions.

This core function of leadership can be achieved
through different avenues.

a Effective leadership in some coalitions can
reside in a dynamic or visionary individual. A
person with a clear vision ofcoalition purpose, and
concrete ideas about the strategies that are
neces$I/ to get there, caa exercise effective
leadership in a coalition. Simple charisma or
motivational ability may generate enthusiasm and
support, but clear creation of oppomrnities for
effective participation of the targeted coalition
membership is the key to leadership that can
produce positive coalition outcomes.

o Effective leadership does not have to reside in
the individual. The raditional problem with
personal leadership is that it is not transferrable.
However, clearly understanding that effective
leadership in coalitions focuses on the creation of
clear oppomrnities for satisfying and effective
participation allows development ofother ways to
firlfill this core leadenhip function.

More specifically, the need for clear definition of
opportr.rnities can be achieved through a leadership

of "ideas." Coalition members and volunteers

need guidance on iolr to use and coordinate their
efforts to achieve their shared purposes. They need

well articulated action programs that meet their
purposes and that are apProPriate to their

community and its resources. Effective leadership

will provide "blueprints" (or altemative blueprints

from which participants can collectively choose)

for effective and appropriate action. These

blueprints can be most concretely seen as well

developed programmatic and policy strategies *'ith
clear definition of the tasks and roles required to

carry lhem out (Edelman & Springer, I0/95).

6
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o The development and communication ofthese
blueprints requires expertise in prevention theory
and practice. It follows that effective leadership

in coalitions requires people that are more focused

on prevention and community action than on
organiz-ational design, management, and

maintenance-

o Growing krowledge about effective prevention

programming increasingly shows that effeclive
strategies are often subtle, demanding, and not
intuitively obvious (see Lesson Eight below).

Thus, technical assistance and dissemination of
altemative blueprints can be an important support

for coalition-based community interventions.

. LESSON SEVEN o
Coalitions often gravitate towatd

strategies that are not sufficient to the
naturc of the problem

Experience has shown that coalition-based

community interventions emphasize education and

awareness strategies to achieve Prevention

activities. Oflen these activities are delivered

through one-shot or short duration events or

activities (e.9., Red Ribbon Week activities).
These events serve purposes for mobilizing
members because they have the advantages ofclear
and limited opportunities for participation, and

result in shared accomplishments. They are non-

controversial in the larger community, and meet

common sense criteria for worthwhile action.

However, these kinds of activities have not been

shown to effectively attain prevention goals in
themselves. They are partial or weak prevention

strategies (Springer, 9/96; Phillips & Springer,

l2196, Phillips & Springea 9/94).

Because many of the coalition partnerships have

not systematically addressed the question of why

they mobilize through planning, the specific

prevention activities they do implement lack

coherence. This lack of coherence is evident in

several ways. First, there is little serious aftention

to whether partnership activities are or should be

primary prevention or intervention. Similady,

programs combine activities aimed at producing

individual change in knowledge, attitudes, or

behavior and activities aimed at environmental

change. Typically, none of these activities are

systematically related to detailed target groups and

their needs.
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Community interventions are based on a deep

appreciation for the importance of local

involvement and authority in choosing and

carrying out collective action to solve shared

problems. This basic commitnent is embodied in

the concept of "empowermen. " In an exteme

manifestation, this idea has been articulated as the

beliefthat the community holds the solutions, and

tlat professionals must follow the community

Iead. This is an extreme interpretation of the

concept of "the paradigm silf" espoused by

some trainers and spokespersons for the

community intervention movement (Office for

Substance Abuse Prevention, l99l). This

interpretation has been a major barrier to effective

coalition action in many communities. '

These mobilization activities are an important and

necessary first step in tle process of increasing

community involvement in local prevention

practices. However, many individuals in the

partnerships see them as the end product, rather

than the precursor, of effective prevention

strategies. Effective-coalition programs must

address the implicit question - mobilization for
what? The ability to move beyond mobilization to

prevention st-ategies such as building resiliency in

youths, changing public or organizational policy, or

modifuing community norms depends on

effectively addressing issues raised in prior

findings.



The lack of a coherent plan means there is no

framework within which to make these many

decisions about progr:am strategy, and activities

are driven by opportunity and fi-agmented decision

maling. With respect to developing an effective

package ofprevention activities, the results of this

ad hoc a],i.,d fragmented pattern are unfortunate.

Prevention and intervention research has shown

that good results require intense and continuing

efforts, and that the strategies that are most

productive vary geatly between specific target

groups (Gerstein and Green, 1993:2). The anay

of prevention activities in many of the

partnerships produce a diluted soup of services

that does not meet tle requirements of intensity

and continuity.

More effective strategies, such as intensive and

focused programmatic activities for youth, or

environmental change, are more complex to

implement and/or more conEoversial in the larger

community. They require focused and prolonged

effort involving paid or volunteer staff. These

kinds of strategies require clear, shared purpose

and clear blueprints of opportunities for

participation in action programs or projects. lack

of outcome-based purpose and related operational

stralegies results in a default to less effective

events and awareness activities.

' . LESSON EIGHT o

Fa ci ! itati ng c o mm unity'ba sed col I e ctive

action requires appropriate roles for

Paid stafl

Funded community coalitions Pursuing elements

ofcitizen mobilization or linlage strategies have

often used paid staff to carry out community

organizing and community mobilization activities.

Experience with this practice has proven it to be

highly problematic (Phillips & Springer, l296;
Springer,9/96). High tumover, lack of familiarity
with the community, lack of organizing skills, and

negative perceptions of paid organizing have

limited the effectiveness ofthis approach. In some

instances, sharp conflicts between procedural and

personnel policies of implementing agencies and

the needs of flexible work in the community have

limited the effectiyeness of paid community

workers.

Paid coalition staff operate more effectively as

resource providers, facilitaton, and leaders through

ideas than as direct community organizers. The

most important firnctions for paid staff can be

categorized in two major areas. First, paid staff

can fill the essential clerical, coordination ard

communications functions tlrat provide the

essential glue'to hold diverse coalitions together.

In funded coalitions, these functions also include

the need to meet administrative and reporting

requirements of the funding agency. In fulfilling

these functions, it is important that paid staff

recognize that locally supported outcome

objectives, su-ategies, and programmatic activities

drive the success of rlre local coalition.

Administrative relations with the funding agency

must support these activities, not (mis)direct or

constrain them @delman & Springer, 10/95).

A second appropriate and important function for

paid staff is to provide leadership through expertise

in strategies and programmatic activities tlat will

effectivety further coalition purposes (Edelman &

Springer, l0/95). Previous lessons have

emphasized the central role of effective

programmatic action for coalitions, and the need

for clear leadership and program blue prins to

facilitate action with proven eflect:veness rather

An EMT Report
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lhan common sense or procedural (ease of
implementation) appeal in the community setting-

Paid staffwith expertise (or the ability to access

expertise) in science-based knowledge about

effective strategy (theory) and programmatic

action in the coalition's target areas is an

important way of strengthening this central

element of effective coalitions. Funders of
coalition-based community interventions should

put a priority on encouraging this function for

paid staff, rather than focusing on the process and

dynamics of community coalition organization

and community mobilizing. It follows that

technical assistance and training should

emphasize science-based klowledge conceming

concrete strategies and programmatic action.

. IESSON NINE o
Effective colleclive action requires a

willingness to change in otder to
achieve results

Coalition-based community interventions are

created to carD/ out st-ategies and achieve

outcomes that have been elusive in communities.

They are developmental and experimental by

nature. However, to evolve toward greater

effectiveness community interventions must focus

on their strategies and programmatic actions,

assess them from an outcome-based perspective

(i.e., are. they making reasonable progress toward

the desired outcomes?), and make adjustnents in

strategy and activities.

Many coalition-based community interventions

have experienced difticulty making planned

changes in stralegy and activity for several

reasons (Edelman & Springer, l0/95). First, as

noted in Lesson Four above, many coalitions

focus on organizational issues rather than on

strategy and programmatic activity. Concerns

about organizational maintenance inhibit change.

Furthermore, when conditions make the need for
change apparent, many coalitions focus on

changing the organizational structure or design.

This orientation is based on the mistaken

assumption that coalition effectiveness is a

function of organization rather than strategy and

activity. Organiz:tion may need adjustment to

improve effectiveness, but the necessary

organizational confi guration follows clear purpose

and strategy, it does not precede it.

The importance ofthe ability to change is apparent

in the documented histories of many coalition-

based community interventions. Some

interventions have experienced dramatic changes in

vitality and ougut after fundamental changes in

strategy (Edelman & Springer, 10/95; Springer,

Phillips, & Edelman, 4/96; Nistler, 1/96).

o IESSON TEN o

CIear purpose, appropriate planning, and
a commitment to results will produce

effective collective action

The overall theme in this review has been that

clear, outcome-based purposes and a focus on

appropriate stratery and programmatic action are

the cornerstone of effective coalition-based

community interventions. There is significant

scholarly and practitioner discussion about the

most effective membership pattems, orgaaizational

structures and procedures, or leadership styles for

coalition-based con. ,':nity initiatives. This review

suggests that these are all secondary and contingent

considerations in determining the success of

community interventions.

An EMT Report 9



The central issues are clarity of outcome-based

purpose, and a focus on strategy and action

prograrns appropriate to these purposes. The

importance of clarity in objective and procedure

is abundantly demonstrated. The discretion

allowed in the partnership program allo*'ed local

adaptation, but could not solve the problems

encountered by local programs Ieft to define their

own purposes a-nd strategies. The injunction to let

the communities speak for themselves because

they are the true experts is simply unrealistic.

Sponsoring and supporting effective community

involvement requires a strong "enabling system"

that a) helps local programs establish the clear

direction and focused program planning necessary

to impact complex social problems and b) to

provide training and assistance in skills relevant to

the planning, program maintenance, and program

delivery tasks implicit to the difficult tasks of
community-based prevention.

Coalition-based community interventions are

expected to break the traditional bounds of
organizational inertia and pathology. Theywill do

this only if the primacy of purpose and action

strategy is recognized, and all else is allowed to

follow. The experience of the CSAP Community

Partnership Demonstration and other coalition-

based community initiatives provides a strong

opportunity to demonstrate tle lessons that follow

from this core realization. If this lesson is heeded,

the role of coalition-based community

interventions in prevention and social policy can

have a positive future.
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